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Introduce yourself
Relate our experience with individual genomics and building tools for
individual genomics
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Personal Genomics:
The future is now

With the publication of the genomes of
Craig Venter and Jim Watson, and with
many additional human genomes
being sequenced, the era of personal
genomics is here.
We are going to need really good tools
to take advantage of this flood of data.
My goal today is to share our
experience building tools to
understand the variation within a single
individual’s genome, and try to
extrapolate forward to what we will
need to understand larger collections
of genomes.
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Outline
•
•
•
•
•

HuRef Project: Genome of an Individual
HuRef Research Highlights
The HuRef Browser – http://huref.jcvi.org
Towards Personal Genomics Browsers
Conclusions and Credits

1) Introduction to HuRef Genome (5 min)
2) HuRef Results (5 min)
- Some interesting stuff from Levy et al
- Future work on HuRef: add'l sequencing, functional assessment of
Variants
3) HuRef Browser (10 min)
- Goals
- Software technology
- Content
- Feature Set
- 3 or 4 use cases
4) Variation-oriented browsers for 100 genomes (3 min)
- What will we want to see
- Challenges
4) Conclusions (1)
5) Credits (During Questions)
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Genome of a Single Individual:
Goals
• Provide a diploid genome that could serve
as a reference for future individualized
genomics
• Characterize the individual’s genetic
variation
– HuRef vs NCBI
– HuRef haplotypes

• Understand the individual’s risk profile
based on their genomic data

The NCBI genome is fundamentally a haploid mosaic,
rather than the true diploid genome of a single individual.
Our goal was to provide a reference diploid genome of a
single individual, to serve as a reference for future
individual genomics. Particularly with the new sequencing
technologies with their shorter reads, having accurate
diploid sequences of the genome on which to map the
short reads is critical.
Understand how the chromosome sequences of an
individual human vary from each other and from those of
other individuals
Start to understand how this data impacts phenotypes
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How does HuRef Differ?
• NCBI Genome
– Multiple individuals
– Collapsed Haploid Sequence of a Diploid
Genome
– No haplotype phasing or inference possible

• HuRef
– Single individual
– Can reconstruct haplotypes of diploid genome

• Haplotype Blocks
– Segment of DNA inherited from one parent

Huref opens up the era for individualized genomic medicine
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The HuRef Genome

PLoS Biology 2007 5:e254
September 4, 2007
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The HuRef Genome
• DNA from a single individual
• De Novo Assembly
– 7.5x Coverage Sanger Reads

• Diploid Reconstruction
– Half of genome is in haplotype blocks of
>200kb

• HuRef Data Released
– NCBI: Genome Project 19621
– JCVI: http://huref.jcvi.org

32m Sanger Reads
The HuRef genome was published in PLoS Biology in March 2007 by a team
led by Sam Levy at JCVI. All of the raw sequence data, assemblies and
SNPs have been deposited at NCBI. The tools that I’m going to describe
here were developed to help Venter Institute scientists understand the HuRef
genome by navigating both the primary data and the results of the analysis.
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Variants: NCBI-36 vs HuRef
• NCBI-36 vs HuRef yields Homozygous Variants

SNP

NCBI

MN
P

HuRef
variant: G/A

Insertion

variant:

Deletion

variant:

variant:
TA/AT

Change colors to match browser (both genomes and mapping colors)
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Computing Allelic Contributions
• Consensus generation conflates alleles
Haploid Consensus
ACCTTTGCAATTCCC

Reads

ACCTTTGTAATTCCC
ACCTTTGTAATTCCC
ACCTTTGTAATTCCC
ACCTTTACAATTCCC
ACCTTTACAATTCCC
ACCTTTACAATTCCC

One of the challenges of the HuRef was producing an accurate picture of the
diploid nature of the human genome.
The variation between copies of each chromosome of an individual is small
enough that traditional whole genome shotgun assembly techniques will
assemble all of the reads from both chromosomes together. In general, this is
a good thing, since it allows us to leverage the similarity of the chromosome
copies to achieve the sequence coverage depth required for assembly. Here
is an illustration of the perils of producing a haploid consensus sequence of
the two alleles.
In order to separate the data from the chromosomes we much first identify the
allelic contribution of each chromosome, and then group these alleles together
to form the two haplotypes. The HuRef publication describes the haplotype
reconstructon technique.
Given a location with a GT/AC variant as shown here and traditional columnby-column consensus algorithms, the resulting consensus includes the
contributions of both alleles, but faithfully reproduces neither.
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Computing Allelic Contributions
• Consensus generation modified to separate alleles
generation
conflates
alleles
• Consensus
Bioinformatics.
2008 Apr
15;24(8):1035-40

A first step towards separating these alleles was an improvement to
consensus generation. In this recent publication in Bioinformatics, we
describe enhancements to the consensus algorithm so that it can produce
both a haploid consensus that reflects one of the alleles, as well as a
description of variants from the second allele.
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Computing Allelic Contributions
• Modified Consensus generation separates allele
• Compare HuRef alleles to identify SNP, MNP, Indel Variants
Haploid Consensus
ACCTTTGCAATTCCC

Reads

True Diploid Alleles
ACCTTTGTAATTCCC
ACCTTTGTAATTCCC
ACCTTTGTAATTCCC
ACCTTTGTAATTCCC
ACCTTTACAATTCCC
ACCTTTACAATTCCC
ACCTTTACAATTCCC
ACCTTTACAATTCCC MNP Variant
AC / GT

So, going back to our original example that produced the composite haploid
consensus, we can now separate this into the true diploid alleles.
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HuRef Variations
• 4.1 Million Variations (12.3 Mbp)
• 1.2 Million Novel

• Many non-synonymous changes
• ~700 indels and ~10,000 total SNPs

• Indels and non-SNP Sequence Variation
• 22% of all variant events, 74% of all variant
bases

• 0.5-1.0% difference between haploid
genomes
• 5-10x higher than previous estimates
•Between chromosomes or individuals
•We will show an example of a non-synonmous indel a bit later

•About genic phasing... We were able to identify 84% (19,407 out of 23,224
protein coding genes) of Ensembl version 41 genes partially contained within
a haplotype block and 58% of protein coding genes completely contained
within a haplotype block. About overall phasing... Half of the variants were
assembled into haplotypes of at least 401 variants, and haplotypes spanning
>200 kb cover 1.5 Gb of genome sequence. About the swiss cheese effect
(minimal)... Although haplotypes inferred in this fashion are not
necessarily composed of continuous variants, haplotypes do in fact contain
91% of the variants they span.
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HuRef Browser
• Why do this?
•
•
•
•

Research tool focused on variation
Verify assembly and variants
Show ALL the evidence
High Perfomance

• Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use HuRef or NCBI as reference
Genome vs Genome Comparison
Drill down from chromosome to reads and alignments
Overlay of Ensembl and NCBI Annotation
Links from HuRef features in NCBI (e.g., dbSNP)
Export of data for further analysis

•Need to work with the data so that when we have routine datasets of
whole genome, we will know what they mean
–SHOW ALL EVIDENCE
–Ensembl Annotation
–NCBI Genes, RefSeq mRNAs & Proteins, dbSNP
–HUGO Gene Names
–OMIM Annotations - genes and disorders
–Gene Ontology Annotations
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http://huref.jcvi.org

Search by Feature ID or coordinates

Navigate by Chromosome Band

* A chromosome or sequence id followed by a start position and region
length e.g., "chr19:450000+100000" to display the region from 450000-550000
on chromosome 19.
* A dbSNP id e.g., "rs2691286"
* An Ensembl annotation identifer e.g., "ENSG00000104783"
* A gene name, e.g. "KLKB1", optionally followed by the amount of flanking
sequence to display e.g., "KLKB1^2000"
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Zinc Finger Protein
Chr19:57564487-57581356
Transcript

Gene
Haplotype Blocks

NCBI-36

HuRef

Variations

Assembly-Assembly
Mapping

Assembly Structure

Zinc Finger example whole transcript ENST00000334564
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Protein Truncated by 476 bp
Insertion
chr19:57578700-57581000

Heterozygous SNP

Homozygous SNP

INSERT IS 467 BP  TRUNCATES THE PROTEIN
VNTR
PROB HETEROzygous
Pink = non-syn
Yellow –synpnymous
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Assembly Structure
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Drill Down to
Multi-sequence Alignment

Validation of Phased A/C
Heterozygous SNPs in HuRef
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14kbp Inversion Spanning
TNFRSF14
chr1:2469149-2496613

Here’s an interesting 14kb inversion that completely overlaps this Tumor Necrosis
Factor gene (TNFRSF14). This is an Omim gene plays a key role in regulating the
immune response to infection, and involved in lymphocyte activation.
http://huref.jcvi.org/browse.html?search=TNFRSF14^10000
<http://huref.jcvi.org/browse.html?search=TNFRSF14%5e10000>
Omim report
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/dispomim.cgi?id=602746
There are numerous mated reads that confirm the inversion. By my count, I found
20x clone coverage spanning the 5’ end of the inversion, and roughly the same
spanning the 3’ end. Interestingly, all of the HuRef variants (not incl. dbSNP variants)
in this region are phased in a single block, which covers the inversion plus over 10kb
on both flanking sides.
The biological significance of the inversion is: 1) upstream of the gene, there could be
regulatory elements regulation texpression of the gene(point your laser pointer to the
right side of the slide, where the blue arrow is) 2) therefore, when you have the
inversion, the gene could lose its regulatory elemnts (because it's not close enough or
not in the right orientation), and then this could affect gene regulation
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Browser for Multiple Genomes
• Expand on existing features
– Variants and haplotype blocks in individuals
– Structural variation among individuals
– Genetic traits of variants related to diseases

• Required Features
– Which genome/haplotype is the reference?
– Correlation with phenotypic, medical, and
population data
– Correlation within families

Variants: SNP/MNP/Indels little Penetrance agross different populations
Structure = CNV, inversions, transversions
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Future Challenges
• Data volumes
– read data included from new technologies
– Multiplication of genomes

• Enormous number of potential
comparisons
– Populations, individuals, variants

• Dynamic generation of views in web time
• Use cases are evolving
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Conclusion
• A high performance visualization tool for
an individual genome
– Validation of variants
– Comparison with NCBI-36

• Planned extensions for multi-genome era
• Website:
• Contact:

http://huref.jcvi.org
hurefhelp@jcvi.org
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